Gas-phase thermal dissociation experiments, implemented with blackbody infrared radiative dissociation (BIRD) and Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry, have been performed on a series of protonated and deprotonated 1:1 and protonated 1:2 proteincarbohydrate complexes formed by nonspecific interactions during the nanoflow electrospray (nanoES) ionization process. Nonspecific interactions between the proteins bovine carbonic anhydrase II (CA), bovine ubiquitin (Ubq), and bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor and several carbohydrates, ranging in size from mono-to tetrasaccharides, have been investigated. Over the range of temperatures studied (60 -190°C), BIRD of the protonated and deprotonated complexes proceeds exclusively by the loss of the carbohydrate in its neutral form. The rates of dissociation of the 1:1 complexes containing a mono-or disaccharide decrease with reaction time, suggesting the presence of two or more kinetically distinct structures produced during nanoES or by gas-phase processes. In contrast, the 1:1 complexes of the tri-and tetrasaccharides exhibit simple first-order dissociation kinetics, a result that, on its own, is suggestive of a single preferred carbohydrate binding site or multiple equivalent sites in the gas phase. A comparative analysis of the dissociation kinetics measured for protonated 1:1 and 1:2 complexes of Ubq with ␣Tal[␣Abe]␣Man further supports the presence of a single preferred binding site. However, a similar analysis performed on the complexes of CA and ␣Tal[␣Abe]␣Man suggests that equivalent but dependent carbohydrate binding sites exist in the gas phase. Analysis of the Arrhenius activation parameters (E a and A) determined for the dissociation of 1:1 complexes of CA with structurally related trisaccharides provides evidence that neutral intermolecular hydrogen bonds contribute, at least in part, to the stability of the gaseous complexes. Surprisingly, the E a values for the complexes of the same charge state are not sensitive to the structure (primary or higher order) of the protein, suggesting that the carbohydrates are able to form energetically equivalent interactions with the various functional groups presented by the protein. For a given protein-carbohydrate complex, the dissociation E a is sensitive to charge state, initially increasing and then decreasing with increasing charge. It is proposed that both ionic and neutral hydrogen bonds stabilize the nonspecific protein-carbohydrate complexes in the gas phase and that the relative contribution of the neutral and ionic interactions is strongly influenced by the charge state of the complex, with neutral interactions dominating at low charge states and ionic interactions dominating at high charge states. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2005, 16, 1583-1594 
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Although the tendency of biological molecules to engage in nonspecific intermolecular interactions during the ES process, particularly at elevated analyte concentrations, is widely recognized, little is known about the nature of the interactions responsible for their stability. A greater understanding of the nonspecific complexes may facilitate the development of new strategies to reduce or minimize the appearance of these complexes in ES/MS spectra. Identifying and quantifying the intermolecular interactions responsible for stabilizing nonspecific complexes also may reveal new insights into the structural changes that accompany the desolvation of biological complexes during ES and, thereby, aid the in the development of direct ES/MSbased techniques to characterize the structures of biomolecular complexes in solution. Gas-phase studies of nonspecific interactions between proteins and small polyfunctional molecules, such as carbohydrates and amino acids, are also relevant to ongoing efforts to elucidate the mechanisms by which these molecules are able to stabilize proteins and biologicals in low-humidity environments [13, 14] .
To develop a greater understanding of the factors responsible for the formation nonspecific complexes between proteins and other polyfunctional molecules, including small biopolymers, and the forces that stabilize the gaseous complexes, our laboratory has undertaken a comprehensive investigation of nonspecific protein-carbohydrate complexes originating from nonspecific interactions formed by nanoflow ES (nanoES). In the first of a series of studies [15] , the kinetic stability and the energetic stability (i.e., the dissociation activation energy) of two gaseous complexes composed of a 26.5-kDa single-chain variable fragment (scFv) of a monoclonal antibody and the ␣Gal[␣Abe]␣Man trisaccharide were investigated using the blackbody infrared radiative dissociation (BIRD) technique, implemented with Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR)/MS. One of the gaseous complexes was produced by transferring the specific complex from aqueous solution to the gas phase with nanoES. The second complex was produced by nonspecific interactions during the nanoES process. This study revealed that at the charge states investigated (ϩ10 and ϩ11), the nonspecific complex was kinetically more stable and, in the case of the ϩ10 charge state, the nonspecific complex was energetically more stable than the specific complex. We proposed two possible explanations for the enhanced stability of the nonspecific complex, relative to the specific complex. First, we suggested that conformational constraints imposed by the specific interactions in solution may prevent the specific complex from adopting a lower energy structure in the gas phase, whereas the non specific complex, unencumbered by such constraints, is able to explore a greater region of conformational space and relaxes to a lower energy structure. As an alternative explanation, we suggested that strong ionic hydrogen bonding, which is believed to be absent in the gaseous-specific complex, might contribute to the stability of the nonspecific complex. The ionic hydrogen bond(s) in this case would likely involve the solvation of a protonated basic residue, such as arginine or histidine, by one or more carbohydrate hydroxyl groups. Support for the latter explanation was found in a comparison of Arrhenius parameters determined for the nonspecific scFv·␣Gal[␣Abe]␣Man complex and a second nonspecific complex, CA•␣Gal [␣Abe]␣Man (CA, bovine carbonic anhydrase II) at the same charge states. The Arrhenius parameters for both complexes are indistinguishable, within experimental error, suggesting similar intermolecular interactions in both complexes. The absence of a dependence of carbohydrate binding on protein structure (primary or higher order) is consistent with the contribution of strong ionic hydrogen bonds to the stability of both complexes.
Recently, we used nanoES-FT-ICR/MS and BIRD to investigate the nonspecific interactions of CA and bovine ubiquitin (Ubq) with a series of carbohydrates, ranging in size from mono-to tetrasaccharides [16] . The goal of that study was to identify the factors that influence the tendency of proteins and carbohydrates to engage in long-lived nonspecific interactions during the nanoES process. Notably, it was found that the degree of nonspecific binding (i.e., the number of carbohydrates bound to a given protein) is insensitive to the charge state of the complex and, at high carbohydrate concentrations, the number of carbohydrates bound to the protein can significantly exceed the charge state. Based on these results, it was concluded that formation of the nonspecific complexes is not governed simply by charge solvation and that neutral interactions also can contribute. However, BIRD experiments, performed simultaneously on the protein-carbohydrate complexes with a distribution of bound carbohydrates, revealed that in addition to being sensitive to the structure of the protein and carbohydrate, the number and type of charged groups influences the kinetic stability of the complexes. Interestingly, no simple relationship between charge state and kinetic stability was evident.
The aforementioned studies provide indirect evidence that both neutral and ionic intermolecular interactions may play a role in stabilizing the nonspecific protein-carbohydrate complexes in the gas phase. However, the contribution of these interactions, and the influence of the charge state, the structure of the protein and carbohydrate, and the number of bound carbohydrates thereon, is unclear. Here, in an effort to more fully evaluate the nature of the intermolecular interactions responsible for the nonspecific complexes, we have performed the first comprehensive study of the dissociation kinetics and energetics of protein-ligand complexes arising from nonspecific interactions formed during nanoES. Using BIRD and FT-ICR/MS, timeresolved thermal dissociation experiments were performed on a series of 1:1 protein-carbohydrate complexes formed between the proteins CA, Ubq and bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI), and carbohydrates ranging in size from mono-to tetrasaccharides. From an analysis of the Arrhenius parameters determined for a series of protonated and deprotonated 1:1 protein-trisaccharide complexes, the influence of charge state, protein structure, and carbohydrate structure on the kinetic and energetic stability of the nonspecific complexes was assessed. BIRD also was performed on a number of 1:2 protein-trisaccharide complexes to establish whether the proteins present a unique and independent carbohydrate binding site in the gas phase.
Experimental Procedures

Proteins and Carbohydrates
Bovine CA (molecular weight [MW], 29,089 Da), bovine Ubq (MW, 8565 Da), and BPTI (MW, 6517 Da), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (Oakville, Canada) and used without further purification. The monosaccharide D-Gal (1) was purchased from Sigma Canada and the carbohydrates ␣Abe 
Mass Spectrometry
Gaseous complexes were produced by nanoES performed on aqueous solutions of protein (ϳ10 M), carbohydrate (40-80 M), and ammonium acetate (1 mM). The nanoES tips were constructed from aluminosilicate capillaries (1-mm outer diameter [o.d.], 0.68-mm inner diameter [i.d.]) pulled to an ϳ 4-to 7-m o.d. at one end using a P-2000 micropipette puller (Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA). The electric field required to spray the solution was established by applying a voltage of Ϯ800 -1000 V to a platinum wire inserted inside the glass tip. The solution flow rate was typically 20 -50 nL/min. The droplets and gaseous ions produced by nanoES were introduced into the vacuum chamber of a modified ApexII 47e FT-ICR mass spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA) through a stainless steel capillary (i.d., 0.43 mm) maintained at an external temperature of 66°C [17] . The ions and charged droplets sampled by the capillary (Ϯ48 -52 V) were transmitted through a skimmer (Ϯ 0 -2 V) and trapped, electrodynamically, in an rf hexapole. Ions were accumulated in the hexapole for 2 s and then ejected and accelerated (Ϯ2700 V) into a 4.7-tesla superconducting magnet, decelerated, and introduced into the ion cell. The trapping plates of the cell were maintained at a constant potential (Ϯ1.4 -1.8 V) throughout the experiment. The typical base pressure for the instrument was ϳ5 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 mbar. The temperature of the ion cell was controlled with two external flexible heating blankets placed around the vacuum tube in the vicinity of the cell [18] .
Data acquisition was controlled by an SGI R5000 computer running the Bruker Daltonics XMASS software, version 5.0. Mass spectra were obtained using standard experimental sequences with chirp broadband excitation. Isolation of the reactant ions for the BIRD experiments was achieved using a combination of single rf and broadband rf sweep excitation. The isolated ions were stored inside the heated cell for varying reaction times before excitation and detection. The time-domain signal, consisting of the sum of 30 -60 transients containing 128 K data points per transient, was subjected to one zero-fill before Fourier transformation.
Results and Discussion
Formation of 1:1 and 1:2 Nonspecific Protein-Carbohydrate Complexes
As shown previously, nonspecific protein-carbohydrate complexes are readily produced by nanoES performed on solutions of protein and carbohydrate, with an initial concentration ratio of [carbohydrate]/[protein] Ͼ 2 [17] . In this work, aqueous solutions containing 10 M of protein (CA, Ubq, or BPTI) and 40-80 M of carbohydrate (1-7) were used to generate protonated and deprotonated nonspecific 1:1 and 1:2 protein-carbohydrate complexes by nanoES. Shown in Figure 2 are illustrative nanoES mass spectra obtained from solutions of 3 with CA and Ubq in positive and negative ion mode and with BPTI in positive ion mode. At these concentrations, the major ions observed in positive ion mode correspond to the protonated unbound protein (P ϩ nH) nϩ ' P nϩ , the 1:1 protein-carbohydrate complex (P ϩ L ϩ nH) nϩ ' (P ϩ L) nϩ , and the 1:2 protein-carbohydrate complex (P ϩ 2L ϩ nH) nϩ ' (P ϩ 2L) nϩ (Figure 2a , d, f). It should be noted that CA is a Zn(II)-containing metalloenzyme and the zinc co-factor is expected to contribute to the charge state of the CA ions in the gas phase [19] . The CA ions are typically observed at charge states of ϩ9 to ϩ12, and the Ubq and BPTI ions are observed at ϩ5 and ϩ6. A modest shift in the charge state distribution of the protein and complex ions could be achieved through the addition of imidazole to the nanoES solution. Imidazole is a relatively strong base in the gas phase (gas-phase basicity ϭ 217 kcal/mol [20] ) and can effect proton abstraction from the protonated protein and complex ions in the source region. For example, the addition of 0.1 mM of imidazole to a solution of CA and carbohydrate shifts the charge state distribution of the protein and complex ions to ϩ8 to ϩ11 (Figure 2b ). NanoES mass spectra also were measured for solutions of 3 with CA and with Ubq in negative ion mode. The major species observed are the deprotonated protein and 1:1 complex P zϪ and (P ϩ L) zϪ , at charge states z ϭ 9 -11 for CA ( Figure 2c ) and z ϭ 4-5 for Ubq (Figure 2e ).
Dissociation Pathways
BIRD experiments were performed on the protonated 1:1 complexes of CA with 1, 2, and 4-7 at charge states n ϭ 10 and 11 and with 3 at charge states n ϭ 8 -12 and z ϭ 9, the 1:1 complexes of Ubq with 1-5 at n ϭ 5 and with 3 at z ϭ 5 and the 1:1 complex of BPTI with 5 at n ϭ 5. BIRD was also performed on the protonated 1:2 complexes of CA at n ϭ 10 and 11 and Ubq at n ϭ 5 with two molecules of 3. Over the range of temperatures investigated (60-190°C), BIRD of the (P ϩ L) n ϩ /zϪ ions proceeds exclusively by the dissociation of the noncovalent intermolecular interactions, with the carbohydrate lost as a neutral (eq 1). From double resonance experiments, where suspected reaction intermediates are continuously ejected from the ion cell during BIRD, it was conclusively established that dissociation of the protonated 1:2 complexes (P ϩ 2L) nϩ proceeds exclusively by the sequential loss of neutral carbohydrate molecules (eq 2).
Dissociation Kinetics
The kinetic data for the dissociation of the 1:1 and 1:2 complexes were analyzed by plotting the natural logarithm of the normalized abundance of the complex A PLq versus reaction time t. A PLq was calculated using eq 3:
where I PLq is the measured ion intensity of the protein bound to q carbohydrate molecules. Over the range of temperatures investigated, dissociation of the 1:1 complexes containing a tri-or tetrasaccharide (3-7) proceeds by simple first-order kinetics, that is, plots of ln A PLq versus t are linear and the slope is equal to the negative of the dissociation rate constant k:
Furthermore, the kinetic data are highly reproducible and insensitive to the protein and carbohydrate concentrations or nanoES/source conditions used. Illustrative plots of the kinetic data measured for the (CA ϩ L) 10ϩ and (Ubq ϩ L) 5ϩ ions, where L ϭ 3 and 4, are shown in Figures 3a and 4a . In contrast, the rate of dissociation of the complexes containing the mono-(1) or disaccharide (2) decreases with reaction time, the magnitude of the change in reaction rate being most significant at the lowest reaction temperatures studied. In addition, the kinetic data tend to be less reproducible than is the case for complexes of 3-7. Kinetic data measured for the (CA There are a number of possible explanations for the nonlinear first-order kinetic plots obtained for the complexes of 1 and 2. If a given (P ϩ L) nϩ complex consists of multiple, noninterconverting conformers, for example, (P ϩ L) C1 nϩ , (P ϩ L) C2 nϩ , with distinct dissociation rate constants, that is, k C1 , k C2 , . . . (Scheme 1) , the observed rate of dissociation will reflect the relative abundance and reactivity of all of the conformers:
where f C is the fractional abundance of a given conformer. Because of differences in the magnitude of the rate constants, the rate of dissociation will decrease with time because of the enhanced decay of the more reactive species. The contribution of kinetically distinct structures is a reasonable explanation given that the nonspecific binding process in ES, by its very nature, is expected to produce complexes with many different carbohydrate interaction sites (at least at the time of their formation). An alternative explanation that can not be discounted is the possible influence of thermally driven changes in the structure of the complex, which may occur over the course of reaction and, thereby, alter the rate of dissociation (Scheme 2). If such structural changes do indeed occur, the decrease in reaction rate with time indicates that the complexes become kinetically more stable with reaction time, presumably because of the formation of additional or stronger intermolecular interactions; that is, the complex relaxes to a lower energy state. Finally, changes in reaction rate in BIRD experiments can, in principle, arise from changes in the internal energy distribution of the reactant ions over the course of the reaction. Such a change in the energy distribution is expected when the ions are not in the rapid energy exchange (REX) limit; ions with internal energies greater than the dissociation threshold energy for dissociation will become depleted by dissociation resulting in a truncated Boltzmann distribution of internal energy [21, 22] . However, this explanation seems unlikely given the size of the ions and the fact that a change in reaction rate was not observed for all of the complexes. Furthermore, BIRD experiments performed on a number of small ions that were not in the REX limit yielded simple first-order kinetics [23] , indicating that the internal energy distribution of the ions very rapidly reaches a steady state. Perhaps more intriguing than the nonlinear kinetics plots obtained for complexes of 1 and 2 are the linear plots obtained for the 1:1 complexes of 3-7. The simple first-order kinetics are suggestive of gaseous (P ϩ L) nϩ ions with a single structure (in terms of the intermolecular interactions) or multiple kinetically equivalent structures. As discussed previously, the nonspecific association process in ES is expected to generate a number of structurally distinct complexes in which the carbohydrate is bound at different sites on the protein. One possible explanation for the observed dissociation kinetics is that the nonspecific complexes, independent of their original structure (i.e., carbohydrate binding site), rapidly relax to a single structure or multiple equivalent structures in the gas phase. In other words, the proteins have preferred carbohydrate binding sites in the gas phase, which the carbohydrate molecules are able to rapidly access (relative to the time scale of the experiment). In an effort to establish whether the nonspecific protein-trisaccharide complexes adopt a single preferred binding structure or whether multiple equivalent binding sites exist, BIRD was performed on the nonspecific 1:2 complexes of CA and Ubq with 3 and the results were compared with the kinetic data of the corresponding 1:1 complexes. Shown in Figure 5 are plots of ln(A PLq ) versus t obtained for the (CA ϩ 2(3)) 10/11ϩ and (Ubq ϩ 2(3)) 5ϩ ions. It can be seen that the kinetic plots obtained for the three complex ions are linear over the range of temperatures investigated, allowing for the accurate determination of dissociation rate constant k obs . Because dissociation of the complex is expected to proceed via parallel pathways involving the loss of either of the carbohydrates L 1 and L 2 (Scheme 3), k obs will be equal to the sum of the individual dissociation rate constants (i.e., k obs ϭ k 1 ϩ k 2 ). If the binding sites are equivalent (kinetically) and independent, k obs will be equal to twice the rate constant (k 1:1 ) measured for the dissociation of the 1:1 complexes, that is, k obs ϭ 2(k 1:1 ). If the binding sites are nonequivalent and independent, then k obs 2(k 1:1 ). Plots of the ratio k obs /k 1:1 versus reaction temperature for the three ions are shown in Figure 6 . For the (CA ϩ 2(3)) 10ϩ and (Ubq ϩ 2(3)) 5ϩ ions, k obs /k 1:1 Ն 2, and for (CA ϩ 2(3)) 11ϩ , k obs /k 1:1 Ͻ 2; and for all three ions the ratio decreases with increasing temperature. Taken on their own, these results suggest that the carbohydrate binding sites are not equivalent. However, this interpretation assumes that the binding sites are independent of one another. To establish the independence of carbohydrate binding sites, the change in relative abundance of the 1:2 complex ((P ϩ L 1 ϩ L 2 ) nϩ ), the 1:1 complex (the sum of the intermediates (P ϩ L 1 ) nϩ and (P ϩ L 2 ) nϩ ) and the 1:0 species (the unbound protein P nϩ) with t was compared with values calculated according to different kinetic models. Three different kinetic models, all based on the reaction pathways described in Scheme 3, were considered. In model I the nonspecific binding sites are nonequivalent and independent, such that k 1 ϭ k 1 = ϭ k 1:1 and k 2 ϭ k 2 = ϭ k obs Ϫ k 1:1 . In the other two models, the binding sites are treated as equivalent but dependent. In model II, k 1 ϭ k 2 ϭ k obs /2 and k 1 = ϭ k 2 = ϭ k 1:1 and in model III, k 1 ϭ k 2 ϭ k 1 = ϭ k 2 = ϭ k obs /2. To determine whether any one of these models describes the dissociation kinetics measured experimentally, the breakdown curves simulated from these kinetic models were compared with the kinetic data measured for the 1:2 complexes, (CA ϩ 2(3)) 10ϩ , (CA ϩ 2(3)) 11ϩ , and (Ubq ϩ 2(3)) 5ϩ . Because the ratio k obs /k 1:1 measured for the complexes (CA ϩ 2(3)) 10ϩ and (Ubq ϩ 2(3)) 5ϩ at high reaction temperatures and for (CA ϩ 2(3)) 11ϩ at low reaction temperatures are close to 2, the values of k obs /2, k obs Ϫ k 1:1 , and k 1:1 are similar, making it difficult to distinguish between the theoretical curves derived from the different kinetic models. Therefore, the comparison of the theoretical and experimental breakdown curves was performed on the kinetic data obtained at a relatively low reaction temperature for the (CA ϩ 2(3)) 10ϩ and (Ubq ϩ 2(3)) 5ϩ ions, 139 and 119°C, respectively, and relatively high temperature for (CA ϩ 2(3)) 11ϩ , 150°C. Shown in Figure 7 are the theoretical and experimental breakdown curves for the three ions. It can be seen that the kinetic data measured for the (CA ϩ 2(3)) 10ϩ and (CA ϩ 2(3)) 11ϩ ions are best described by a model in which the two binding sites are equivalent but dependent. In the case of (CA ϩ 2(3)) 10ϩ , neither binding site resembles (kinetically) the interaction in the 1:1 complex, which means that the addition of the second carbohydrate changes irreversibly (at least on the time scale of the experiment) the protein-carbohydrate interactions (i.e., k 1 ϭ k 2 ϭ k 1 = ϭ k 2 = ϭ k obs /2, Model III). For (CA ϩ 2(3)) 10ϩ , after the loss of one of the carbohydrates, the remaining carbohydrate resembles (kinetically) the 1:1 complex (i.e., k 1 ϭ k 2 ϭ k obs /2 and k 1 = ϭ k 2 = ϭ k 1:1 , Model II). In contrast to the results obtained for the (CA ϩ 2(3)) 10/11ϩ ions, which indicate the presence of equivalent but dependent binding sites in the gas phase, the kinetic data measured for (Ubq ϩ 2(3)) 5ϩ are best reproduced by Model I in which the binding sites are nonequivalent and independent (i.e., k 1 ϭ k 1 = ϭ k 1:1 and k 2 ϭ k 2 = ϭ k obs Ϫ k 1:1 ). This intriguing result suggests that there is a single, preferred carbohydrate interaction site on Ubq in the gas phase. If one accepts that at the time of their formation, the carbohydrates in the 1:1 and 1:2 complexes sample a variety of sites on Ubq, then this result implies that the carbohydrates are able to migrate rapidly to the preferred binding sites in the gas phase or, perhaps, in the droplets during the final stages of desolvation. This result may be relevant to ongoing efforts to establish the extent to which the intermolecular interactions present in specific protein-ligand complexes in solution are preserved on transfer of complexes to the gas phase by ES (or nanoES).
Arrhenius Activation Parameters
Arrhenius plots were constructed from the temperature-dependent dissociation rate constants measured for the loss of neutral ligand from the 1:1 nonspecific Scheme 3. Sequential dissociation pathways for a 1:2 complex (P ϩ L 1 ϩ L 2 ) nϩ . L 1 and L 2 correspond to the same carbohydrate bound at two different sites. complexes composed of CA, Ubq, or BPTI and one of the carbohydrates, 3 or 5-7 (Figures 8 -10 ). The Arrhenius activation energy E a was determined from the slope of a linear least-squares fit of the Arrhenius plot and the preexponential (A) factor was determined from the y intercept. The Arrhenius activation parameters and the corresponding entropy of activation (⌬S ‡ ), calculated at 415 K using eq 6, are listed in Table 1 . Arrhenius plots could not be constructed for the complexes of CA and Ubq with 1 and 2 because of the difficulty in extracting reliable dissociation rate constants and with 4 because of the limited range of reaction temperatures that could be investigated with the present apparatus.
Analysis of the Arrhenius parameters reveals that the kinetic and energetic stability of the nonspecific complexes is sensitive to a number of factors: the structure of the carbohydrate and protein and the charge state of the complex. Each of these factors and their influence on the stability of the complexes are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Influence of carbohydrate structure. Previous studies of the thermal dissociation of gaseous protein-carbohydrate complexes originating from specific interactions in solution have shown that the energetic and kinetic stability of the complexes are strongly influenced by intermolecular hydrogen bonds (H bonds) between the protein and carbohydrate hydroxyl groups [10, 11] . The nonspecific complexes are expected to be similarly stabilized and their stability should reflect the number of available H-bond donor/acceptor groups, in particular the number of hydroxyl groups. As described previously [10, 11] , the contribution of individual car- bohydrate OH groups to the stability of protein-carbohydrate complexes can be evaluated from the change in dissociation E a on deoxygenation of the carbohydrate at specific sites. The contribution of the Man C-4 and Gal C-6 OH groups to the energetic stability of the (CA ϩ 5) nϩ ions, where n ϭ 10 and 11, was assessed from the differences in the values of E a determined for the complex (CA ϩ 5) nϩ and the corresponding complexes of the two monodeoxy congeners of 5, (CA ϩ 6) nϩ , and (CA ϩ 7) nϩ. Deoxygenation at either site results in a decrease in E a of 6 (6) and 8 kcal/mol (7) at ϩ10 and 2 kcal/mol (6 and 7) at ϩ11. The decrease in E a upon deoxygenation strongly suggests that both hydroxyl groups interact with CA in the gas-phase. Because of conformational constraints, the Gal C-6 and Man C-4 OH groups of 5 are not able to simultaneously solvate a single charge group such as a protonated amino group or protonated imidazole group. Assuming that the charge sites in the gaseous complex are not in close proximity to one another, these results indicate that one or both of the OH groups must be involved in neutral intermolecular H bonds. Although this result does not preclude the contribution of strong ionic H bonds (i.e., charge solvation) to the stability of the (CA ϩ 5) nϩ ions, it does indicate that neutral interactions can play a significant role in stabilizing nonspecific protein-trisaccharide complexes. To investigate whether the configuration of individual carbohydrate OH groups (axial or equitoral) can influence the energetic stability of the complexes, the E a values measured for the (CA ϩ 5) 10/11ϩ and (CA ϩ 3) 10/11ϩ ions were compared. The structures of 5 and 3 differ only in the configuration of the OH group at C-2 of the nonreducing monosaccharide residue. At the ϩ10 charge state, the E a values are indistinguishable, within experimental uncertainty, suggesting that either the C-2 OH groups of 3 and 5 do not interact with the protein or that they engage in equivalent interactions. In contrast, at ϩ11, there is a difference of 3 kcal/mol in the E a values, a result that suggests a different energetic contribution from the C-2 OH group in these two complexes.
Influence of protein structure. The foregoing analysis reveals that the energetic stability of the nonspecific (CA-trisaccharide) nϩ complexes is sensitive to the structure of the carbohydrate. There is also evidence that the complexes are stabilized by multiple interactions, some of which are neutral H bonds. Consequently, the structure of the protein and, in particular, the structure of protein surface presented to the carbohydrate might also be expected to influence the energetic stability of the nonspecific complexes. However, in a previous study [15] , it was shown that the E a values for the dissociation of the protonated nonspecific 1:1 complexes of 5 with CA and with scFv, at the same charge state (ϩ10 and ϩ11), are indistinguishable, ϳ60 kcal/ mol. This result suggests that protein structure (primary or higher order) does not significantly influence the energetic stability of the complex. This conclusion is further supported by the similar dissociation E a values (ϳ47 kcal/mol) determined in the present work for the (BPTI ϩ 5) 5ϩ and (Ubq ϩ 5) 5ϩ ions (Table 1 ). An absence of a dependence of stability on protein structure for complexes at the same charge state could be interpreted to mean that the stabilizing intermolecular interactions are entirely ionic in nature. However, as described previously, there is compelling evidence, in the case of the (CA ϩ 5) 10/11ϩ ions at least, that neutral interactions contribute to the stability of the proteintrisaccharide complexes. Assuming that neutral intermolecular interactions are generally present in the nonspecific protein-carbohydrate complexes, the present results imply that the bound carbohydrates are able to form energetically equivalent noncovalent interactions with the protein, independent of the nature of the functional groups on the surface of the protein. This surprising result may point to a significant role played by the protein backbone in stabilizing the nonspecific complexes.
Although the protein structure does not influence the value of E a for nonspecific complexes of the same charge state, it can influence kinetic stability. For example, the kinetic stability of the (BPTI ϩ 5) 5ϩ and (Ubq ϩ 5) 5ϩ ions are markedly different (at a given temperature), despite the similar E a values. The difference in kinetic stability reflects a significant difference in ⌬S ‡ , with the more stable (BPTI ϩ 5) 5ϩ having a ⌬S ‡ that is 8 cal/mol · K smaller than that of (Ubq ϩ 5) 5ϩ . Differences in ⌬S ‡ of similar magnitude also have been reported for the (CA ϩ 5) 10/11ϩ versus (scFv ϩ 5) 10/11ϩ ions [15] . The origin of these differences in ⌬S ‡ is not currently known and is the focus of ongoing research in our laboratory. Influence of charge state. To evaluate the influence of the charge on the kinetic and energetic stability of the nonspecific complexes, the Arrhenius parameters determined for the (CA ϩ 3) nϩ ions at charge states ranging from ϩ8 to ϩ12 were compared. It can be seen from Figure 10 and Table 1 that the kinetic and energetic stability of the complex over the range of temperatures investigated is sensitive to its charge state, with the stability being highest for the ϩ10 charge state and decreasing for higher and lower charge states. The significant decrease in E a observed at charge states Ն ϩ10 is inconsistent with purely ionic intermolecular interactions stabilizing the complex. If binding was caused by solely ionic interactions, E a would be expected to increase with charge state because of the increasing acidity of protonated groups. The present results, therefore, likely reflect differences in the relative contribution of ionic and neutral interactions to the stability of the complex at the different charge states. Ion mobility measurements performed on a number of gaseous proteins produced by ES have shown that the protein ions adopt compact structures at low charge states and more extended or unfolded structures at higher charge states [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . It is reasonable, therefore, to assume that of the charge states investigated, CA is in its most compact structure at ϩ8 and that it adopts a more extended structure at higher charge states. Because proteins in more compact structures are able to more efficiently solvate charge [29] , ionic interactions between the CA and 3 are expected to be weakest at ϩ8 and increase with increasing charge. In contrast, the contribution of neutral interactions between CA and 3 is expected to diminish as the protein unfolds at higher charge states. Because of the opposite trends for the strength of the ionic and neutral intermolecular interactions with charge state, the stability of the nonspecific complex is expected to initially increase with charge and then decrease at higher charge states, in agreement with the observed trend in the E a values. Additional support for the dominant influence of neutral intermolecular interactions at low charge states can be found in the similar E a values (48 kcal/mol) measured for the (Ubq ϩ 3) 5ϩ and (Ubq ϩ 3) 5Ϫ ions ( Table 1 ). Because of differences in the nature and location of the charge groups in the protonated and deprotonated ions, the energetic stabilities of the (Ubq ϩ 3) 5ϩ and (Ubq ϩ 3) 5Ϫ ions would be expected to differ if ionic interactions are present. According to thermochemical data reported for the sequential hydration of n-C 3 H 7 NH 3 ϩ and CH 3 COO Ϫ ions (n-C 3 H 7 NH 3 ϩ , ⌬H 0,1°ϭ 15.1 kcal/mol and ⌬H 1,2°ϭ 11.6; CH 3 COO Ϫ , ⌬H 0,1°ϭ 17.1 and ⌬H 1,2°ϭ 12.8 [30, 31] ), which are the best available model systems for ionic H bonding between carbohydrates and protonated and deprotonated amino acids, stronger intermolecular interactions are expected in the case of the deprotonated complex (assuming the same degree of intramolecular charge solvation in the two cases). The similarity in the E a values determined for the (Ubq ϩ 3) 5ϩ/5Ϫ ions, therefore, suggests that the complexes are stabilized predominantly by neutral intermolecular interactions. This conclusion is also consistent with the kinetic data obtained for the (Ubq ϩ 2(5)) 5ϩ ion, which indicate the presence of a single preferred carbohydrate binding site. In contrast, the (CA ϩ 3) 9ϩ/9Ϫ ions exhibit different E a values (57 kcal/mol for ϩ9 and 54 kcal/mol for Ϫ9), which is consistent with the contribution of both stabilizing ionic and neutral interactions. However, interpretation of the CA data is complicated by the presence of the zinc cofactor, which is expected to contribute to the charge state of the gaseous ions.
Conclusions
Time-resolved thermal dissociation experiments, implemented with the BIRD technique and FT-ICR/MS, have been performed on a series of gaseous protonated and deprotonated protein-carbohydrate complexes produced by nonspecific interactions during the nanoES process. The results of this study have provided new insight into the nature of the intermolecular interactions in nonspecific protein-carbohydrate complexes in the gas phase. Over the range of temperatures investigated, the complexes were found to dissociate exclusively by the loss of the carbohydrate in its neutral form. Kinetic data measured for the dissociation of the 1:1 complexes containing a mono-or disaccharide suggest that multiple kinetically distinct complex structures are produced by nanoES. This result is consistent with the carbohydrates binding at multiple sites on the proteins in the gas phase. In contrast, kinetic data measured for the 1:1 complexes consisting of a tri-or tetrasaccharide suggest that the gaseous proteins have a single preferred carbohydrate binding site or multiple equivalent binding sites. Analysis of the kinetic data for the dissociation of several 1:2 protein-carbohydrate complexes suggests that Ubq presents a single preferred trisaccharide binding site in the gas phase, whereas CA offers multiple equivalent, but dependent, sites of interaction.
Arrhenius activation parameters were determined for the dissociation of a series of 1:1 complexes of CA with structurally related trisaccharides. Compelling evidence that neutral intermolecular hydrogen bonds contribute to the stability of the complexes, at least at certain charge states, was obtained. Surprisingly, the energetic stability of the complexes was found to be insensitive to the structure of the protein suggesting that the carbohydrates are able to form energetically equivalent interactions with the various functional groups presented by the protein or that binding occurs preferentially with the protein backbone. Although the protein structure does not influence the magnitude of the dissociation E a , it can significantly influence the magnitude of ⌬S ‡ (or A factors). The energetic stability of a given protein-trisaccharide complex was found to be sensitive to its charge state, with E a initially increasing and then decreasing with increasing charge. It is proposed that both ionic and neutral hydrogen bonds are responsible for stabilizing nonspecific protein-carbohydrate complexes in the gas phase and that the relative contribution of neutral and ionic interactions is strongly influenced by charge state, with neutral interactions dominating at low charge states and ionic interactions dominating at high charge states.
